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"This book will without a doubt, transform your life. The Raw Truth Recharge will educate you on
7 Truths about Faith, Family, Food, Fitness, Detox, Rest, and Stress Administration, and how all
are vital to your health—mentally, actually, emotionally and spiritually. In this publication she
draws from her 30 plus years encounter working in medical, Nutrition and EXERCISE INDUSTRY.
Throughout Robbie's career she has seen and experienced many fitness and dietary theories
first hands, and knows what functions, what fails, and why. Do you consider losing weight is
approximately dieting, counting points, or counting calories? Maybe you're eating the proper
foods rather than seeing outcomes?" - Jill Kelly, wife of Jim Kelly and NY Occasions Best Selling
Author, Speaker “The Raw Truth Recharge was written by a graduate of the Institute for
Integrative Nutrition. God's Term gives us clear guidelines on how to take care of the body, and
it's not only about what we consume and how much we workout. Learn how to boost your
energy, be fit and feel healthy, reduce your body fat, increase your muscle mass, shape your
body, cut cravings, care for your body, and focus your energy to satisfy your calling. God's Phrase
actually gives us clear direction on all of these truths. The Natural Truth is usually that God
desires us to be proactive about looking after our bodies, our "mobile homes" or "temporary
earth fits," with the right motives, to accomplish His purpose for our lives. Robbie shares most of
her secrets, guidelines of the trade and even more, in this inspirational reserve - and that's the
Natural Truth! Find out that no real matter what you are facing in lifestyle, if you seek God 1st,
He will not only immediate your paths, but He'll give you peace and power that surpasses all
understanding. Robbie Raugh, a Registered Nurse and Board Certified Integrative Health, Fitness,
and Diet Practitioner, is armed with credentials. Robbie shares a deeply personal account from
her private journals, as she confronted both her own lifestyle struggles, together with the
sickness and loss of her three immediate family members. Do you will need inspiration and
motivation to either get or stick to track? Then this book is for you! If you are looking for a
publication to significantly enhance the quality of your life, your health, and your vitality, I
highly recommend you browse this book and be in touch with Robbie Raugh, RN which means
that your life can be the best life possible. She also writes about her personal experiences and
struggles with her personal desire and preoccupation to end up being "thin and perfect", whilst
having to end up being "on stage" as an International role model in the Fitness Industry, for over
3 decades. She has studied more than 200 dietary and fitness theories from TOP NOTCH Doctors
of Nourishment, Fitness and Wellness both from the School of Integrative Nourishment in NYC
where she attended, and also throughout her vast 30+ year career in the market. – Joshua
Rosenthal, MScEd, Founder/Director, Institute for Integrative Nutrition” THE FUNDAMENTAL
Guide To Faith - Family - Food - Fitness Do you are feeling sick and solid and exhausted? If you
want to get lean, you then need to lean on god, the father!
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Amazing Award Winning Nutrition Book! Raugh from my wife's brother and his wife while on a
mini-vacation. I completely enjoyed this impassioned book. Robbie generously shares many
touching and poignant moments of her life to help us get yourself a beautiful glimpse into her
warm, loving heart and soul. Her upfront and passionate romantic relationship to God is
definitely ever present through out the book, and a pivotal component of her best health
strategy that guides her lifestyle and that she dedicates her own life to talk about with others.
She actually is also passionate and professional about the very best principles to look after our
body or as she delightfully calls our souls "mobile house" or our earth match! We first learned
about Ms. Biblically motivated health insurance and nutrition, absolutely love it! I laughed when
she wrote that although her Mother had converted to healthful clean eating in her latter years
she still permitted her an occasional cannoli -what the heck at 92! Lovely lovely book and I
might add the book has just won an award for just one of the best nutrition books written by
Institute of Integrative Nourishment alumni! The Raw Truth Recharge: 7 Truths for Total Health
Purchased as a Xmas (not holiday) gift, we are finally getting around to reading and learning. Her
comprehensive and well researched nutrition and self nourishment assistance is spot on to help
people move from being "sick,heavy and tired".! The Simple Truth-Just Do It Love Robbie's book.
Robbie has a big center for healthy people!Yes, many people are different, but it WILL WORK IF
YOU WORK It all! She speaks from the center. You matter to her and your success is usually her
achievement. So read these simple truths and simply do it. Like Robbie! An excellent God
honoring reserve with both personal stories and helpful advice if you are looking to get healthy
mind, body, and soul. Heath ! Robbie includes a big heart for healthy people! No . As a
Nutritionist, I highly recommend this book!. It is apparent concise and complete..~Vickie T. In the
event that you heed her wisdom you'll be successful spiritually individually and actually. Baker,
PMP and INHC, writer of YOUR NEXT BEST 50 YEARS: Make the Afternoon you will ever have
Healthy, Happy and Successful.! This is a wonderfully motivational and inspirational book that
demonstrates how fundamentally inter-connected our spirituality, interactions, meals and
fitness are for our overall health and well-being. Outstanding book to find the best health to
spiritual encouragement !.!! It was what I have already been looking for for a long period.Robbie
supplies the reader with seven truths in each category, wrapped up with a strong faith based
method of believing. Nobody more genuine than she, and her program Really works!.. As a
fellow Italian American I enjoyed reading about her upbringing which was so very similar to my
own. When you feel good - it shows! We am a believer that medical issues are rarely just about
food and workout. Robbie’s Raugh’s book exemplifies that.! Females have a tendency to put
everyone and everything else first and perform self-treatment last. It simply does not provide us
or the world well, as in the airline sector says – put your very own oxygen mask on first!. Her life
encounters and 30 years in the fitness industry supply the reader with quality resources for
integrating her recommendations into your daily life. Robbie’s vitality jumps off the cover of her
publication – and is a wonderful example of in the event that you feel good it shows! The truths
in this book will change your life as well as your health forever!! Highly recommended!
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